FIG. 1. The Muroc Test Station control room a t the Muroc Army Air base, California.
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Jet Pronuhion Laboratory i-i located within a
enclosure covering a p p ~ o ~ i m a t forty
e l ~ acres
near the western limits of the city of Pasadena,
California. Within the enclosure are more than eighty
structures of widely-varied types. Dominating the entrance is the Administration Building. Beyond it are
numerous test pits
systems f o r solid an
ramjets and turbojet
in high-temperature
ing of solid propellants;
on underwater missiles;
tveldmg shops.
Under construction
his-hlv-comnressed a
The staff a t the Laboratory numbers more than 385.
The facilities with equipment are valued approximately
at $3,000,000.
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various narts of the United S
companies throughout the Los Angeles area.

JATO STUDY BEGUN
The research begun in 1939 on Jet-Assisted Take-Off
for Aircraft under the ausnices of the National Academy
cience, continued the modest work that had been
ated in 1936. It was understood, as it continues to
the Laboratory primarily should he concerned
he solution of basic research problems, to enable
rmed Services to develop equipment of novel type.
f the immediate objectives of Frank J. Malina.
, Parsons and Edward S. Forman, appointed to
t the research program for the first year, was to
two types of rocket motors; one, utilizing the
solid propellant, the other. a liquid propelBoth types had to he capable of delivering a
tant and sufficient thrust for a period long enough
ssist a plane to take off and reach an altitude coned safe to continue its flight unassisted. The period
was of the order of ten to thirty seconds.
year was devoted mainly to a survey of early
erience in the field and to study of the fundamental
perties of propellants. Little information was availarockets with duration longer than one
n
d. Two ways suggested themselves to solve the
delivering a prolonged thrust. The first was
a plane a group of motors loaded with
-burning solid charges, and to fire them one a t a time
succession so as to produce a prolonged thrust.
nts conducted by a number of investigators
uraging in that successive firing a t split-second
as not dependable; hence thrust was delivered
tantly but by fits and starts, strenuous on pilot
ne alike. The second way that suggested itself

.
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was to develop a restricted-burning ~ r o ~ e l l a that
n t would
hurn at one end only. like a cigarette, in order to
produce a constant, prolonged thrust. Profiting by knowledge of the difficulties encountered in attempts to develop
the first method. the Project directed its efforts toward
development of the second.
The first experiments were conducted with commercial
stick powders, made to specification. The experimental
motor was built of steel tubing two feet I o n g a n d one
inch thick. The inside diameter was three inches. One
end was plugged; the other end was fitted with a pipe
flange eight inches in diameter. The motor nozzle also
was fitted to a flange to match the one on the motor bo
that the nozzle and motor were connected by bolting the
two flanges together. The bolts. made of relatively soft
steel, were of a diameter calculated to give way when
preAwre inside the motor became dangerously high: thus
the nozzle was permitted to fly off and save shattering the
motor. Powder charges were ignited at the nozzle end
of the motor h j an electric squih; near the nozzle end,
also, the motor was tapped to permit pressure measurements.
One of the dangers anticipated in the operation of the
experimental motor was that. under the pressure created,
the gaseous flame at the end of the solid powder stick
might strike down between the charge and the chamber
wall. If it did, the whole charge would hurn so rapidly
that the result might he an explosion. Or, possibly, the
transfer of heat down the walls of the chamber might
ignite the whole charge. Tw prevent such possibilities,
experiments were conducted with various types of liners
whose function it wab to seal off effectively the space
between the powder and the chamber walls so as to
restrict burning to the end of the stick.
Over a two-year period, with personnel augmented
only in the second year, the Project made many hundreds
of tests. Different powder combinations were tried with
various loading techniques, and with dissimilar nozzles.
By the summer of 1941, a dependable, small-scale motor
and a propellant had been developed and put into limited production for experimental purposes. The motor

delivered a maximum thrust of 28 pounds for 12 seconds.
Unloaded, the unit weighed 10.7 pounds; the powder
charge weighed approximately 2 pounds.,
The propellant developed. named GALLIT 27, was an
amide powder prepared from commercial ingredients.
Each two-pound charge had to be pressed into the combustion chamber of the motor in a series of 22 separate
increments, each under a pressure of 18 tons. Loading
with large, hence fewer, increments, o r loading under
lighter pressure, produced powder sticks that were likely
to explode.
THE ERCOUPE FLIGHT TESTS

Calculations had revealed that the combined thrust of
six of the new motors was sufficient to justify their application to a light airplane. It was feasible, moreover, to
fire six of the units simultaneously.
The Germans already had used jet propulsion to assist
d i d e r s into the air. We Americans had not. Our knouledge was limited to calculations based upon theory.
Obviously, data based on actual tests were much needed
to check against theoretical predictions of the distance
jet propulsion could shorten take-off, with and without
overloading a plane. If experiment proved the theoretical calculations to be sound, then the} could be relied
upon to predict the performance of any airplane
equipped with jets. It was desirable to know, too, what
effect the jet thrust would have upon the +lability and
control of an airplane, and what effect the hot jet blasts
would have upon the plane structure.
For flight tests, therefore, the Air Materiel Command
made available to the Project a low-wing monoplane,
known as the Erconpe. Its weight, empty, was 753
pounds. Captain H.A . Boushey, Jr., the test pilot, flew
the plane from Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, to March
Field, near Riverside, California. Two identical assemblies, each incorporating three rocket units. were installed on the plane, one assembly under each wing. As
a safety precaution in ca^e of explosion, each unit was
designed so that both the exhaust nozzle and the cnmbustion chamber were free to f l ~clear of the plane.

FIG. 2. The Corporal E motor in
operation at the Muroc test station, In designing the Corporal E
a new method of fabrication and
assembly had to be introduced.
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agreatly improved solid propellant and a suitable motor
were ready f o r testing. The improved propellant was
designated as GALCIT 46.
Meantime, the Project had been investigating the whole
subject of solid propellants with the intent to develop
one better than GALCIT 4,6. The latter had good storage
life, but good only within too narrow a range of ambient
temperatures for use in global warfare, which demands
uropellants suitable for use anywhere from Alaska to
To determine chances for success with any formula
combining ingredients essential to all types of propellant like GALCIT 46, a n investigation was made of the
crystalline properties and the thermal expansion rates of
such ingredients. The investigation suggested that both
crystalline changes and expansion rates, over a wide
range of temperatures, varied so that probably any
compound would crack and disintegrate in burning.
After exhausting other possibilities, the investigators

y Department. It was approximately
ng and five and one-half inches in
Ie plate, which was screwed into the
tion chamber, was equipped with a
ozzle, an ignition squib, and a safety device. called a
w-out plug, The plug >\as a copper disk designed to
w out at a pressure approximately of 3,000 pounds
square inch, thus permitting excess gases to escape.
prevent danger from flying pieces and temporar}
cessive thrust of the jet unit at the instant of failure.
cap with four holes in its side u a l l s %as screwed over
ie disk. The holes in the cap permitted the gas floxv to
emerge in four lets nhich mutually canceled thruat in
any one direction.
In 1943 the Navy, having a greater use for jet-assisted
ake-off than the Ann;, began placing large orders for
motors delivering not only 200, but 500 and then 1.000pound thrust.
RED FUMING NITRIC ACID AS AN OXIDIZER

As part of their work between 1936 and 1939. the
GALCIT Research Group had made some preliminary
study of liquid oxidizers, Â¥Â¥starti
with a review of the
data their predecessors had made available. After four
months of work in 1939, they had reduced to four the
compounds that recommended themselves for further
itlidy. Within an additional bix week,, by still more

rigorous process of elimination, they had reduced the
four to one; namely. red fuming nitric arid, a solution
of nitric acid and nitrogen dioxide. with the chemical
formula HNO,NO,.
The Project celebrated its first birthday, July 1, 1940,
by initiating a program for the development of nitric
acid as an oxidizer. For the time being at least. the many
difficulties inherent in the development of liquid ox\gen
could be forgotten. The way was open to develop. a s
directed by the Army Air Corps. a liquid-propellaiit
rocket unit to deliver l.OoO-pound thrust for approxi.
inately one minute.
THE FIRST 1,000-POUND THRUST MOTOR

Engineering practice s u ~ e s l e dthat the de%elopnieiit
of the projected motor and ita ascmhl! should proceed.
not in a single step from a small mode-1 to the full-size
one. but through intermediate models graduated in size.
in order to minimize the difficulties likely to arise a s
scale increases. h o t h e r reason for makinfiaste sloul)
was that manpower and facilities were strictly limited.
As a starter. then. the Protect designed a unit to deliver
thrust of 200 pounds.
Time out to clear ground and construct buildings
during the summer of 1940 delayed development of the
projected unit. But late in Fehiiiary, 1941, it was assembled in the new test pit designed to lion-e it. One end of

FIG. 4. Motors with 200 pound thrust, 8 second duration, ready for delivery t o the U. 8. Navy.
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hrobbing still presen

at aniline is spontanrnii-lv comhu:ttible with red fum
g nitric acid. Thn-. at once, ipitiqin. combustion, and

robbing problem' were solved.
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e for military operations in that
ilities for handlingit and ope
iline, on t h ~oihcr hand. thou
uid that afferts tlie blood, an
ongh ihc pores of the skin.
n d l i n c t would have to be developmi, and c r m
m ~ l dhave to Iw taurht how to use it nroncrlv. Rul th

FIG. b. A 1,000 pound A.T.O. unit on an A-20A
airplane with the nacelle cone removed.
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dited in January when the A.A.F. sent detailed drawings
of the plane and an actual nacelle cone to work with.
Fig. 6 shows a 1.000-pound JATO unit on an A-20A airplane. nacelle cone removed.
A simplified description of the assen~blyand its instal.
a t i o n in the plane is a s follows: the nitrogen tank? to
snpply pressure for the propellants were located in the
fort+arJ bomb h a v , with a line leading to each nacelle
o r e . In each cone were located a motor. two propellant tanks, and a v a l v e a c t u a t e d hy hydraulic pressure
-to
control the, propellant supply. The end of each
cone was cul off in order to give the exhaust nozzle
necessary clearance. In the rear cockpit were six pressure gauges to measure the performance of the installation, am1 eleven controls- all accessible to the operator
statiom'il thertL
Among the numerous safety prrcaulions taken, t w o
especially deserve notice. Each motor, mounted on
sinks, was restrained by hydraulic thrust jacks i n order
to permit recoil so that, if there was an explosion, the
plane would not have to absorb the forward thrust of the
combustion chamber. The purpose of the second pre~'autioiiwas to avoid destructive thrust if the nozzle was
blown OK. It was coupled to the motor body by a pair
of sliock absorbers so that the two units could react upon
one another instead of one of them r e a c t i n g n n the
l a n e : moreover. both of them would he brought to a
full slop within a few inches.
The flight tests with the A-20A were conducted at the
A.A.F. Bombing a n d Gunnery Range a t Muroc. California.

A full-scale model, constructed
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